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Abstract: In the paper are presented the COSMOS/M analysis steps to be taken in order to study 

nonlinear materials, interest being on nonlinear elastic materials, rubber like. There are presented the 

software capabilities and the settings that have to be done for FEA of such o material. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

  

In general structural nonlinearities can be specified as geometrical nonlinearities, 

material nonlinearities and boundary nonlinearities [1]. Material nonlinearities means material 

behavior is nonlinear. Possible material models are: 

a) nonlinear elastic; 

b) elastoplastic; 

c) viscoelastic; 

d) viscoplastic. 

We are interested in nonlinear elastic behavior, meaning rubber like materials. 

For FEA of such materials there is a list of steps and settings to be made for achieving 

the desired goal. This steps and settings are presented further. 
 

 

2. DEFINING FEA CONDITIONS 

 

2.1. Defining finite element and material 

Nonlinear properties of individual elements should be defined in element options. For 

example, steps needed for specification of SOLID element properties are shown in subsequent 

figures [2]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Definition of finite element group Figure 2. Element specification 
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Figure 3. Definition of material model       Figure 4. Definition of geometric nonlinearity 

 
Figure 5. Listing of element groups – element group 2 defines geometric and material nonlinear 

element. 

 

2.2. Nonlinear analysis setup 

 

Parameters of nonlinear analysis are specified from MENU ANALYSIS / 

NONLINEAR, Figure 6. Individual options in this menu have following use: 

a. Solution Control – definition of method of solution of system of nonlinear equations. 

Possible values are in Figure 7. 
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b. Integration Options – definition of method of solution for dynamic problems, Figure 8. 

c. Auto Step Option – if is set “ON”, the program automatically selects optimal size of time 

increments according to convergence in previous time steps, Figure 9. 

d. Base Motion Parameter and Damping Coefficient – applicable for dynamic problems 

only. 

e. Print Options – specification what will be written in output file name of problem.OUT. 

The advisable is to oppress printing of large files that are difficult to read. Recommended is to 

use setup according to Figure 10. 

f. Plot Options – specification for which steps program will store results. Normally, if 

nothing is specified, results are stored for the last successfully accomplished step only. If 

there is need to store more results to plot and list, these steps are specified as shown in Figure 

11. 

g. Response Options – specification for which nodes will program store results to plot nodal 

values as displacements and reactions, see Figure 12. This specification is useful if we do not 

need results for all nodes. If a plot option is specified for all steps, this option is not necessary. 

h. Nonlinear Analysis Options – detailed specification of analysis. 

Default setup, which is appropriate for most nonlinear static problems is in Figure 13. 

i. Run Nonlinear Analysis – start of computations (Fig.6). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Nonlinear Analysis Menu 
     

Figure 7. Solution Control menu 
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          Figure 8. Integration method  

 

 

 
Figure 9. Auto step definition – minimum acceptable time increment is set to 10

-6
, maximum allowed 

time increment is 1,5 and maximum number of trials to select proper time increment is limited to 5. 

 

 
Figure 10. Output file specs     Figure 11. Stored steps (1-10, 12-20) for plotting 
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Figure 12. Specification of nodes Figure 13. Specification of nonlinear analysis – default values 

to plot graphs    of parameters 

 

2.3. Defining time curves and time parameters 

 

For nonlinear static analysis, the loads are applied in incremental steps using time 

curves. The “time” variable represents a pseudo time, which denotes the intensity of the 

applied loads at certain step. 

For nonlinear dynamic analysis and nonlinear static analysis with time dependent 

material properties, “time” represents the real time associated with the loads’ application. 

At least one time curve has to be specified for nonlinear analysis. Time curves can be defined 

from menu Loads BC, see Figure 14 and subsequent figures. 

 
 

Figure 14. Start of definition of time curves 
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Figure 15. Time curve definition – 1st step, 2nd step Figure 16. Definition of points - time curve  

and 3rd step 
 

To plot a time curve, commands from menu DISPLAY can be selected. 

  
Figure 17. Preparing a plot of a time curve Figure 18. Commands to plot a time curve 

 

After definition, the time curve became active. This means that boundary conditions 

defined subsequently will be associated with it.  

To deactivate a time curve or to switch activation to another one, the commands 

according to Figure 19 should be used. 
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Figure 19. Making a time curve active (or not active) 

 

2.4 Defining restart possibilities 

Nonlinear analyses are very time demanding. This is a reason that there is a possibility 

to continue in computation after stop of program. For this so called restart of computation the 

parameter RESTART have to be set to 1, see Figure 20. If set to 0, computation will start 

from beginning. 

  
Figure 20. Restart options 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 By following the steps and the settings described in this paper, as stated in [3], one can 

perform a FEA of a nonlinear material, and by various modifications of options to obtain 

results as close as reality, for modeling items of nonlinear material. This is useful to compare 

with experimental results or for precalculations of such items. 
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